
4. Are  your present computer and software systems compatible
     with any system requirements for the platform?   Yes      No
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 What computer resources do you presently use?  1.
      computer          hardware          software          interenet service

3. Which online platforms are you considering?
_______________________________________________________________________
      

5. If you do not have internet services, What is the monthly
      service cost? _________ Is it affordable for you?   Yes     No    

8. What are the attendance log in/log out times? 
____________________________________________________________________
      

6. Will the time to install or repair the internet be efficient in 
      your area?     Yes       No

7, Will you use live streaming classes?    Yes      No      
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9. Will those work for your family?    Yes     No
     If not, do they have replay options?    Yes      No
      
10. What are any assignment completion policies? 
____________________________________________________________________
      11. Does this online portal provide grading services?   Yes      No
       Cost of any extra fees for the service: ______________________
      

2 Do you understand computers well enough to assist your
    student with any computer glitches or confusion using the 
    chosen platform?   Yes     No  
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12. Will you use self-paced classes?     Yes     No

18. Is there an enrollment deadline for any options you are
       considering?   Yes       No     Deadline: _________________________      

13. Is there a fee for enrollment?     Yes     No    Fee: ______________  
       Is it affordable for your family?   Yes     No

14. Does the platform tabulate and compile grades?     Yes     No
       Is any extra fee for that service affordable?   Yes      No

15. Are there any associated resources or materials required for
      the class or platform you are considering?    Yes       No

16. Are any associated fees affordable?    Yes       No    Fee: _______

17. If more than 1 student will use a fee-based platform, what is 
       the family discount? _____________     Affordable?    Yes     No

19. Should you choose to return to a brick and mortar public or
private school, what will the re-enrollment policy be?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
      

19. When your child uses any sample lessons, does he or she find
       the platform engaging and easy to use? _____________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
      

15. Does the platform provide report cards and/or transcripts? 
                                                                                               Yes     No
       Is any extra fee for that service affordable?   Yes      No
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Notes 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Now that you have researched online homeschooling
options, use the box below to evaluate your options.
Make notes about the pros and cons you think of re your
family. 
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